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Melissa Johnson is claustrophobic.
So when she found herself facing

transport by helicopter after her water ,

broke in her 26th week of pregnancy, she

knew it would be a tough ride."1 started

hyperventilating. The helicopter guys

were so great, but it was scary. I closed my

eyes and tried to breathe. I sang songs to

myself. And I prayed for the baby."

Most women don't anticipate

helicopter guys playing a starring role in

the drama of their child's birth. Melissa

certainly didn't; she was thirty-seven years

old, in excellent health, and had had good

prenatal care. This was her first pregnancy,

long anticipated after a bout of infertility.

She'd had amniocentesis, and the results

had come back normal.

No one knows why she went into labor

so early.

The baby weighed one pound, five

ounces at birth. She was so tiny that

Melissa's husband could

slip his wedding ring onto

her wrist, like a bracelet.

Doctors came to the

delivery room as Melissa

labored to explain that there was a less

than 50% chance of survival, and even

if the baby did survive, she would most

likely suffer serious health problems. After

more than three months in the NICU at

Johns Hopkins, during which Melissa

stayed at the Ronald McDonald House,

commuting many hours to and from work

and the NICU,Melissa and her husband were

finally able to bring their daughter home.

Tymeesha is now a healthy first grader

in Calvert County who loves to read."We've

been blessed," says Melissa."She's my heart."

Infant Death Causes
Tragically, not all babies make it.

Two friends of Melissa have lost infants

to prematurity in recent years."lt was

devastating for me, especially since

we were so fortunate with Tymeesha

surviving," saysMelissa. Her grief for them has

the ragged, painful edge of survivor's guilt.

Prematurity, congenital birth defects,

and sleep-related problems such as SIDS

are the three leading causes of infant

death in Maryland. Our state's infant

mortality rate (the number of infant

deaths during the first year of life per

1,000 live births) is a lot higher than you'd

expect. Infant mortality rate (IMR) tells us

about a society's health - it's connected

to access to healthcare, socioeconomic

status, and the health of women.

Although we live in a relatively wealthy

state, our IMR is higher than the national

rate; in some counties, it's much higher.

Babies Born
Healthy
In 2008, Governor

O'Malley keyed into

this problem and

made it a public

health priority. He set

a goal of reducing

Maryland's IMR by

10% by 2012. So far,

so good. The health

department has

a major initiative
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